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How can public servants become innovators and 
entrepreneurs? Can startups disrupt the public sector 
by building more citizen-centered, more responsive or 
even proactive public services?  After a two-year break, 
the GovTech community from startups, investors, and 
the public sector gathered in gathered for the virtual 
conference “GovTech Baltic Leaders 2021” to find answers 
to these and many other questions.

This year’s conference explored how can we embrace the 
ethos of GovTech – to enable unexpected connections, 
fail quickly, change often, and grow exponentially but 
sustainably. The four thematical tracks of the conference – 
enable, fail, change, and grow – each asked for different 
questions to be answered. 

Enable – what can drive innovation in the public sector? 
Fail – how to add experimentation to public servant DNA? 
Change – what’s next for digital government?
Grow – are GovTech startups the raising stars of the 
ecosystem?
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INTRODUCTION



Everyone can drive innovation in the public sector, 
from public sector employees, to a very engaged tech 
community or private business. But how do we enable 
them to steer this change into the right direction? Speakers 
from around the world shared their experience on setting 
up processes and budgets to experiment, on building a 
network of civic coders to help bring down the pandemic. 

Although to fail often means to fall, during the „GovTech 
Baltic Leaders 2021” it was decided to embrace the failure 
that brings growth – by exploring the experimentation 
element in the public sector. Despite experimentation 
not always bringing the best outcomes instantaneously, it 
teaches some lessons when encouraged. The conference 
explored how this can be applied to everyday job of a 
public servant. 

Even though the public sector is often seen as a slow 
and late adopter, bringing fresh, new ideas is crucial to 
encourage change and innovation in the public sector. The 
conference explored the changes that digital government 
is experiencing – from new technological opportunities to 
shifting priorities from just digital to also human.

GovTech ecosystem would be incomplete without 
startups whose one of the main focuses of the business 
is growth. GovTech startups are not ordinary startups – 
they often not only worry about their business, but also 

teach governments to pursue innovation and accept non-
conventional partnerships to achieve best results. They 
also not as obsessed with unicorns as everyone else.  
Chasing unicorns alone in the GovTech market should 
not be a top priority. It is more important to make public 
services more user-friendly, to look at GovTech start-ups 
as partners rather than as competitors - only this way will 
we achieve consumer satisfaction with public services.

In order to make a change it is important to take the ideas 
further than the discussion level. This “GovTech Baltic 
Leaders 2021” publication aims to make them available for 
further elaboration by providing an insight into the main 
points and discussions of the conference, introducing 
the speakers and the key ideas about enabling, failing, 
changing and growing.

During the past two years, GovTech has trully become a global 
phenomenon. Here in Lithuania, we also experienced a rapid 
growth of GovTech initiatives.

Aušrinė Armonaitė 
Minister of Economy and Innovation 
of the Republic of Lithuania
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67 SPEAKERS

> 800PARTICIPANTS

>13 hours OF CONTENT 

MALE / FEMALE 
SPEAKERS

29/38
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What’s next 
for digital 
government?

//  change track
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CHANGE // What’s next for digital government?

Next Priorities for 
Government CIOs

Description:
Baltic states are often recognised as one of the leaders in the digital government space. Who, if 
not them, are best to talk about what’s coming next in the public sector digital transformation? 
In this discussion, the government Chief Information Officers, or CIOs, of Lithuania, Latvia and 
Estonia present what are the next big things on their agendas. 

Speakers:

Eglė Markevičiūtė 
Vice-Minister at Ministry of the Economy and 
Innovation of the Republic of Lithuania

Siim Sikkut 
Government CIO of Estonia, Deputy Secretary 
General for IT and Telecom in Ministry of 
Economic Affairs and Communications

Gatis Ozols  
Deputy State Secretary on Digital Transformation 
Affairs, Ministry of Environmental Protection and 
Regional Development of the Republic of Latvia

The main priorities of Lithuanian government are digital and information technology 
transformation, open data and the promotion of digital innovations. Our main aim is to 
improve and create a strong digital transformation basis for the public sector and to 
meet the expectations of society, to create better conditions for businesses, improve its 
competitiveness and reduce public spending.

Our new strategy has just come out and we have really set focus on user experience. Our 
primary KPI for the next years is that the satisfaction with all of the services would increase 
significantly. We aim to provide the best user experiences there is with our services – for our 
citizens, for our entrepreneurs, for our e-residents that we have all around the world. As a 
result, we are redesigning many our services to happen proactively.

Eglė Markevičiūtė

Siim Sikkut

Management of the pandemic showed a great potential of public and private sectors 
cooperation to fight the challenges by joining data for facts-based decision making. One of 
the good example of data analytics was that public sector was sharing data from different 
sectors and combined with private sector data to make the data based decisions in process 
of planning preventive measures to limit the spread of Covid-19 virus.

Gatis Ozols
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Keynote presentations



CHANGE // What’s next for digital government?

Beyond Digital: 
Human Public 
Services?

Description:
Digitalisation has become the focus of the recent iteration of public services. But has the 
digitalisation of public services focused too much on the tools instead of its goals? How could we 
bring humans to the heart of the transformation of public services?

Speakers:

Ieva Žilionienė 
Consulting Business Lead at NRD COMPANIES

Ben Holliday 
Executive Director at FutureGov

Elijus Čivilis 
Head of IT center LTG Digital at Lithuanian 
Railways

Moderator:

Misha Kaur 
Public Sector Innovation Specialist at OECD
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The big shift in design recently is that we are seeing a lot more participatory design and 
co-design work. It is an opportunity to shift from doing work on behalf of the people or for 
the people, to actually working with them. Often user-centered design means that we do 
some user research, a focus group or a survey, but then we are still quite detached from 
where people are having the real experience. But actually, the opportunity now is to work 
with people. The best ideas are usually not our own – they are found in the communities 
that we serve and are trying to work with.

Ben Holliday
Panel discussion



CHANGE // What’s next for digital government?

Description:
The buzz around open data has been around for a few decades now.  While increasingly more 
people understand the value of opening public sector data, some have become disillusioned with 
the formal approach sometimes taken by the public sector institutions. But how could the next, 
truly impactful, chapter of open data look like? Better quality data, real-time, APIs, connected 
private and public sector data? Or maybe something else?

Speakers:

Matas Olendra   
COO and co-founder of Datahood

Dr Gerda Jurkonienė 
CEO & co-founder at OKREDO

Dr Eglė Radvilė 
Head of Intelligent Solutions and Data 
Management at Vilniaus planas

Erika Kuročkina  
Advisor To The Minister at The Ministry of The 
Economy and Innovation of The Republic of 
Lithuania

Moderator:

Barbora Kudzmanaitė 
Senior Consultant at WAVESTONE

Now we use open data more as decision supporter and I think it will be not only 
supporter, but it will be the main tool for making our city better, something like daily 
routine. We will look in the future not for more data, but better data, more qualified data. 
More digitalization in the city and more exact data is what we need. We need to find 
solutions from open data that we cannot recognise now. This is the main potential. To 
see what is not seen now.

Eglė Radvilė
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Beyond Open 
Data: Data That 
Works
Panel discussion



Description:
Better, faster, easier - the demand for public services is increasing constantly. Public servants 
from around the world are looking for ways to ensure that public services match, or even, exceed 
citizens’ expectations. At the forefront of this innovation search - public services that are delivered 
proactively. This discussion presented the insights from experts about innovation in public services 
in Estonia and the Netherlands.

Moderator:

Tomas Vitas 
EU Advocacy Consultant at Fourtold There is huge potential in sharing your data. We are looking right now at how a person 

can authorize a third party to use its data that government has collected. For example, 
tax data or our medical data. So, third party could come in and to offer additional third 
service. We see this as a big opportunity for the state and for the enterprises too - to 
work together. The state provides the information, the platform where you can give your 
consent to receive additional services. If that platform will be set up, I see big business 
opportunities as well.

Jaanus Valdmaa
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Speakers:

Jaanus Valdmaa   
Project Manager at Ministry of Economic Affairs 
and Communication of the Republic of Estonia

Bas Oude Luttighuis 
Research Assistant at Digicampus  
in the Netherlands

CHANGE // What’s next for digital government?

Future Is Here?  
Proactive Public 
Services in 
Practice
Panel discussion



Description:
Using AI in public sector decision making can be an immense help in digesting massive amounts 
of data and making more accurate and targeted decisions. At the same time, it can embed biases 
and inequalities, instead of fighting them. How do we balance it? How can we understand the 
impact of AI algorithms?

Speakers:

Brhmie Balaram 
Head of AI Research & Ethics at NHSX AI Lab

Ashley Casovan 
Executive Director of Responsible AI Institute

Benjamin Mueller 
Senior Policy Analyst at Center for Data 
Innovation

Tom Westgarth 
AI Policy Consultant at Oxford Insights

Moderator:

Kristina Belikova 
Communications Project Manager at Office of the 
President of the Republic of Lithuania  
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Information technologies provide huge opportunities for innovation, higher living 
standards, solving complex problems, and advancing science. Artificial intelligence offers 
us the chance to crack some of the hardest nuts in science: part of the promise of AI is that 
it unlocks scientific discovery. If fear informs our policy-making approach on how to roll 
out new technologies, we risk robing ourselves of its benefits. Some degree of optimism 
about the future is important if we want to make the most of it.

Benjamin Mueller

CHANGE // What’s next for digital government?

AI in Public 
Sector: 
A Balancing Act?
Panel discussion



Adding 
experimentation 
to public servant 
DNA

// fai l t rack
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FAIL // Adding experimentation to public servant DNA

Description:
Can public sector employees be innovators and entrepreneurs? How do you turn public sector 
teams into internal startups? Leading experts from New Zealand and the US shared their 
experience of how to lead change from within the public sector. 

Speakers:

Sally Hett  
Programme Director at CREATIVE HQ  
(New Zealand)

Nico Papafil 
Director of 10x (US)

Moderator:

Elijus Čivilis  
Head of IT center LTG Digital at Lithuanian Railway 
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It’s really awesome to see that New Zealand has a maturity in public sector innovation. 
Our staff and our senior leaders are really driven to implement it. Senior government 
leaders see innovation as vital to achieving their strategies. Our recent research showed 
that attitudes towards innovation in the public sector were high, people have the desire, 
are motivated and energized to innovate.

Sally Hett

Innovating From 
Within: Turning 
Public Servants 
Into Innovators
Fireside chats



Description:
Bureaucracy is not just about following and enforcing the rules. Solving complex social challenges 
require a different skill set, from openness to new ideas and creativity to flexibility and agility. 
During the discussion, experts from around the world shared their insights about the skill set 
required and desired for the public servant in today’s uncertain world. 

Speakers:

Pamela Dow  
Executive Director of the new Government Skills 
and Curriculum Unit in the Cabinet Office 

Nitika Agarwal 
COO at Apolitical

Catherine Mangan
Professor of Public Management and Leadership 
in the Institute of Local Government Studies, 
University of Birmingham

Helen Dickinson  
Professor of Public Service Research and Director 
of the Public Service Research Group at the 
School of Business, UNSW Canberra 

Moderator:

Justė Krančiukaitė 
Communications Consultant at Office of the 
President of the Republic of Lithuania 

Every day we are seeing what public servants are contributing and what they are 
demanding. The top demands from public sector we see now are topics about digital 
literacy, how to think from a perspective of a user, as well as empathy and curiosity.

Nitika Agarwal
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FAIL // Adding experimentation to public servant DNA

Tackling 
Uncertainty: 
Skillset of 21st 
Century Public 
Servant
Panel discussion



Description:
How do we learn the new skills needed for today’s world? What are the best practices to upskills 
public sector employees? Can the values and skill set required to innovate, and experiment be 
taught? The expert from Spain shared the best practices.

Speaker:

Idoia Ortiz de Artiñano Goñi
Founder of PublicTech Lab at IE University
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You can’t learn experimentation like skills in a class. You learn it by doing. GovTech projects 
are a great tool to do this. When designing a GovTech program, you should complement 
the practice with solid frameworks and theory. Start-ups are great mentors and teachers, 
it‘s not only about their solutions. It‘s about the way they work and a type of skills they 
have.

Idoia Ortiz de Artiñano Goñi 

FAIL // Adding experimentation to public servant DNA

How to Teach 
Experimentation 
in the Public 
Sector?
Keynote presentation



Description:
The public sector has a problem - how to attract and maintain competent employees that want to 
enact and implement change? The complexities and social impact of challenges that are solved 
every day by public sector employees should be enough to attract impact-driven problem 
solvers. However, more often than not it doesn’t. Three programmes from around the world that 
are trying to change that shared their experiences.

Speakers:

Arfah Farooq    
Diversity and Inclusion Expert

Mikk Vainik 
Head of Accelerate Estonia

Monika Merkytė 
Manager of Create Lithuania

Moderator:

Agila Barzdienė 
Chancellor at Office of the President of the Republic 
of Lithuania
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We know that public sector solves problems that are not solvable commercially. For 
the public budget, that is spending a lot of money, sometimes inefficiently, because the 
problems are subcommercial. But this approach can be turned around. Try this approach: 
public sector works on issues that are too risky for a private sector to solve. That should 
give the public sector an enormous mandate to take risks, and experiment, and try out 
new things.

Mikk Vainik

FAIL // Adding experimentation to public servant DNA

How Can Public 
Sector Attract 
(Extra)Ordinary 
Changemakers?
Panel discussion



What can drive 
innovation in the 
public sector?

// enable track
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ENABLE // What can drive innovation in the public sector?

Description:
Experimenting is much easier when it is part of your daily routine. Some of the most innovative 
public sector organisations not only encourage experimentation in their communication but 
also provide specific processes and budgets for innovation. How can public sector organisations 
create a space for structured experimentation? How can they set up processes that allow failure? 
How to provide enough resources for internal innovators to ensure some degree of success yet 
tolerate uncertainty and potential failure? 

Speakers:

Jekaterina Govina  
Executive Director of Supervision Service of Bank 
of Lithuania

Arūnė Matelytė  
Co-founder and Manager of GovTech Lab 
Lithuania (MITA)

Mark Hopson 
Innovation Specialist at GSA 18F

Moderator:

Alexander Holt 
Head of Strategic Partnerships, CivTech
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If we are not advanced enough in terms of understanding technologies and in terms of 
deploying innovative solutions within our internal processes, we won’t be able to supervise 
this very advanced financial market. The logic behind our enthusiasm to deploy more 
innovations and IT solutions was that we are corresponding to our financial market. That’s 
why we established our internal innovation committee - to set policy on how people within 
an organization can bring ideas and implement them in their daily life. The main principle 
we set was “Don’t be afraid to make a mistake”.

Jekaterina Govina

How to Create 
Processes 
and Structure 
That Enables 
Experimentation 
and Allows 
Failure in the 
Public Sector?
Panel discussion



Description:
The GovTech market is attractive because it is global. Yet, the most prominent clients of GovTech 
solutions are local and national governments, which often cannot ensure global scalability 
by themselves. How can international organisations shape the GovTech field? How can their 
international nature make the GovTech market fulfil its global potential?

Speakers:

Carlos Santiso
Director of the Digital Innovation in Government 
Directorate of the Development Bank of Latin 
America (CAF)

Georges Lobo 
Program manager, DG DIGIT, European 
Commission

Alexander Holt 
Head of Strategic Partnerships, CivTech

Kimberly Johns 
World Bank GovTech Global Partnership, GovTech 
Global Solutions Group

Moderator:

Maciej Kuziemski  
Affiliate, Berkman Klein Center for Internet and 
Society; Harvard University

Despite the challenges, we see a strong willingness of governments to partner with the 
private sector. As part of our background research on global GovTech maturity index, 
we found that 70 countries include private sector collaboration in their public sector 
modernisation. We are seeing this not only in European countries, but also in India, Uganda, 
the Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Morocco.

Kimberly Johns
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ENABLE // What can drive innovation in the public sector?

Do International 
Organisations 
Have a Role in 
the GovTech 
Ecosystem?
Panel discussion



Description:
Almost everywhere around the world tech community came together at the start of the pandemic 
to volunteer their time and build solutions that can help hospitals, patients, local municipalities 
to deal with the crisis. Over the last few years, many countries and cities have built their coding 
brigades. While this movement has not started with the pandemic, current challenges have 
accelerated it. How can tech communities help solve local challenges? Representatives from 
Germany and Canada shared their experiences. 

Speakers:

Anastasia Gilz  
Member of the Council of Code For Germany

Laura Chang  
Director of Strategic Partnerships & Chief of Staff, 
Code for Canada 

Moderator:

Simonas Žilinskas-Inta  
Civic Hacker, Civil Servant & Community Manager at 
Lithuanian Business Angel Network

We would really like to see the term civic technology to become more of a household 
name. Right now, if you don‘t work in the industry, you don‘t really know what that means. 
But the term itself holds so much power - the idea that you can use your tech and design 
skills to help people at scale. It‘s something that we really believe in. And we want to bring 
others along for the ride. And of course, on the digital government side, hopefully one day 
the whole term become obsolete and there isn’t such thing as government and digital 
government, it is just government. Just the way that we do things.

Laura Chang
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ENABLE // What can drive innovation in the public sector?

The Power of 
Tech Community
Fireside chats



GovTech startups - 
raising stars of the 
ecosystem?

// g r o w  t r a c k 
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GROW // GovTech startups - raising stars of the ecosystem?

Description:
GovTech market is changing very quickly - new startups, new technologies, new public sector 
areas that are more open to innovation. How does the GovTech market look in 2021? Tanya Filer, 
the Founder of StateUp and Policy & Research Leader at Cambridge University, presented the 
StateUp21 report and insights on the GovTech market.
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If we look at public-purpose technology overall, there is a certain ambivalence about the 
role of the state. While some companies and organizations are very much focused on 
partnering with governments, there is also a thread within public purpose technology of 
thinking about this being a replacement for the state or something that could move faster 
than a state. That presents a serious challenge to governments. This is something that we 
as a community need to be thinking about.

Tanya Filer

How Does the 
GovTech Market 
Look In 2021?
Keynote presentation

Speaker:

Tanya Filer, PhD 
Founder and CEO of StateUp



GROW // GovTech startups - raising stars of the ecosystem?

Description:
Ideation, prototyping, pitching, trying to land the first customers and iterating are processes at the 
core of all early stage startups. However, GovTech startups specifically write down a few additional 
tasks on their to-do lists: from navigating procurement procedures, to negotiating for public data, 
the first year of a GovTech startup is a unique phenomenon. How thick of a skin do you need to 
survive the first year as a GovTech startup?

Moderator:

Dominykas Milašius 
CEO at Unit370

When working with governments, you need to identify their pain point, the greatest 
pain point. Because people in the government have many competing priorities and so 
many fires to put out, they barely find time and resources to focus on a pain they are not 
dealing with on a daily basis or a pain that is felt in a whole organization. So, to work with 
government you really need to identify what hurts and to create a solution that is perfectly 
fit to address that.

Donata Barojan
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Speakers:

Donara Barojan 
Co-founder at Polltix

Ieva Vaitkevičiūtė 
Founder and CEO at Mindletic

Egidijus Skrodenis 
Partner at NormalisTech

First Year as a 
GovTech Startup
Panel discussion



GROW // GovTech startups - raising stars of the ecosystem?

Description:
International scalability is at the back of every startup founders mind. Yet, the structure of public 
procurement often finishes the founder’s journey at the pilot stage. If this hurdle is overcome, 
scaling internationally, understanding foreign governments and their procurement might prove to 
be the next challenge. How do GovTech founders cope with that? How do they find, and make, 
opportunities to scale their products? 

Speakers:

Glenn Brawn 
Global Partnerships Director at Commonplace  

Alexandra Chandran 
Head of Partnerships at CitizenLab

Simona Andrijauskaitė
CBDO and Co-Founder of Interactio

Vicky Brock
CEO and Co-Founder at Vistalworks

Moderator:

Justinas Lapienis
Project Manager at Trafi After the pandemic hit the world, many public institutions had huge problems continuing 

their multilingual daily meetings - they simply could not continue their work. We were 
lucky to have the solution to their unique problem, and we had to react fast. The focus 
on the quality played a huge role in our journey. We prioritized quality since day one and 
it also aligned to the institutional values. Also, being able to cooperate with partners, to 
find strong partnerships, to be able to build new solutions together definitely brought us to 
huge growth. Relationship building with all the stakeholders (not only decision makers), and 
hearing them out was super important. No technology can promise 100% performance so 
we did not share fake promises, but we ensured to fix any occurring issue within minutes. 
With proactive support our clients feel very confident, they felt heard out and they recognized 
the highest quality in the market. That set us up for success.

Simona Andrijauskaitė
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Beyond Pilots: 
How to Scale 
GovTech 
Solutions?
Panel discussion



Description:
Investors have traditionally seen GovTech startups as quasi-charitable organizations with no true 
commercial potential. Hence, very few GovTech funds exist, and non-specialized investors are 
reluctant to bet on startups selling to the public sector. Is this stereotype ready to be changed?

Speakers:

Greta Monstavičė
CEO & Co-Founder - Katalista Ventures

Andrius Milinavičius 
Founding member and BDO at Baltic Sandbox 
accelerator

Alexander de Carvalho 
Co-founder and CIO of PUBLIC

Rita Sakus
Co-founder and board member of Lithuanian 
Business Angel Network

Moderator:

Gabrielė Poteliūnaitė
Associate at Change Ventures

We also need to educate, to champion and to inspire people inside the government, who 
have the ability to bring in new technology and innovation. We need to help them unlock 
the procurement processes which stop the innovation even when solutions are already 
out there. And we need to provide a similar amount of information to GovTech companies 
which want to engage with governments about what it takes to respond to government’s 
procurements.

Alexander de Carvalho
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GROW // GovTech startups - raising stars of the ecosystem?

GovTech Startups 
in the Eyes of the 
Investors
Panel discussion



Description:
Over the last few years, Lithuania has made strategic decisions to be at the forefront of GovTech 
innovation. This year, over 47 funded challenges are being launched and looking for creative 
entrepreneurs. During this session, speakers shared the story of GovTech in Lithuania and 
presented new opportunities for startups and companies.

Speakers:

Povilas Bacevičius
Consultant at Lithuanian Innovation Center

Dr Jurgita Rimkuvienė
Deputy Director of Vilnius Education Advancement 
Center

Jurgita Rudienė
Chief Specialist of Investment and Project 
Management Division at Druskininkai Municipality

Moderator and speaker: 
Lithuanian GovTech sandbox-like program began with an open call to public sector 
institutions to receive up to 53 thousand euros to solve their digital challenge and 
experiment with a GovTech solution prototype. It is also an opportunity for startups to 
experiment and test out new products, an opportunity to grow as a company commercially, 
an opportunity to make a difference We hope that we will be able to connect public 
sector and start-ups in a meaningful way to actually co-create technological solutions 
together and not just build something in separately.

Arūnė Matelytė
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Arune Matelyte
Co-founder and Manager of GovTech Lab 
Lithuania (MITA)

How Can 
a GovTech 
Startup Conquer 
Lithuania’s Public 
Sector?
Keynote presentations

GROW // GovTech startups - raising stars of the ecosystem?



Description:
The startup world seems to be obsessed with unicorns. Yet, B2G startups often do not seem like 
the first contenders for the unicorn status. But can they be? And should they be, given the focus 
of GovTech startups on sustainability?

Speakers:

Dr Tanya Filer 
Founder and CEO of StateUp

Edd Elliott 
Head of Growth at PUBLIC

Dr Johannes Lenhard 
Centre Coordinator of the Max Planck Centre 
Cambridge for the Study of Ethics, the Economy 
and Social Change

Moderator: 
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Vytautas Černiauskas 
GovTech Lab mentor, expert at Civitta and Startup 
Division

I find it very old-school, when I hear people in Europe saying we need more unicorns. 
Announcing new one billion dollar companies is good press for governments - somehow - 
but I believe that governments should strive for more. Why not attach specific instructions 
to the race for unicorns? For instance, governments could incentivize investors (and 
companies) to focus on big problems, to really foster public-purpose technologies. We need 
innovation and solutions for fundamental issues like healthcare, education, infrastructure 
and governments are well equipped to funnel investments into these sectors.

Johannes Lenhard

Is There a 
Potential for a 
GovTech Unicorn? 
Panel discussion

GROW // GovTech startups - raising stars of the ecosystem?
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// CHANGE // FAIL // ENABLE // GROW

Rewatch GovTech Baltic 
Leaders 2021 here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ro-Rjo6BAYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfn848zybCQ

